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Introduction

The Canadian Federation of Independent Business (CFIB) is a non-partisan organization representing

the interests of 110,000 small- and medium-sized businesses (SMEs) in Canada from all sectors of the

economy. As experts in regulatory reform and red tape reduction, we are pleased to respond to

Treasury Board’s request for stakeholder comments on the following four regulatory modernization

initiatives: the next round of targeted regulatory reviews; a review of the Red Tape Reduction Act;

options to legislate changes to regulatory mandates; and, suggestions for the next Regulatory

Modernization Bill. For ease of reference, our recommendations are bolded throughout this document.

CFIB takes its direction from our members through regular surveys on a variety of issues, including

regulation, innovation and competitiveness. Dates for survey results are referenced under the graphs,

with many coming from a survey taken over the past three weeks specifically for the purpose of

contributing to this submission. This recent survey garnered 135 pages of comments from small

businesses across Canada and some of these comments are included to give additional context to our

recommendations.

Small businesses believe the Government of Canada’s commitment to create a more agile, responsive

and transparent regulatory system will be good for the country. On a recent survey, 93% indicate

reducing red tape would help Canada become more competitive and innovative and 90% agree it is

possible to significantly reduce the regulatory burden while also improving health, safety and

environmental objectives (see Figures 1 and 2). It is worth emphasizing the belief that it is possible to

both reduce the regulatory burden and improve outcomes, which for some is counterintuitive. In

developed countries, the demand for more health, safety and better environmental outcomes has

largely been expressed through increasing regulations. This has served us well to a point. But too many

rules can undermine the very goals that we seek to achieve. As we have continued to add rules and
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processes that serve a purpose, red tape, or unjustified rules and processes, have also proliferated.
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Understanding this dynamic is a challenge but also a huge opportunity for Canada, a country that has

already shown leadership by acknowledging regulations need to be manageable and red tape should be

reduced. Regulatory modernization has the potential to be a large competitive advantage for the

country.

Figure 1

Reducing red tape for small businesses like mine would
help Canada become more competitive and innovative.

Strongly
Somewhat disagree, 1 Don’t know, 4

Figure 2

I believe it is possible to significantly reduce the
regulatory burden while also improving health, safety and
environmental objectives.

Strongly
disagree, 2 Somewhat

disagree, 4
disagree, 1 Don’t know, 4

Somewhat
agree, 29

Strongly agree,
64

Somewhat
agree, 32

Strongly agree,
60

Previous CFIB research conservatively estimates the cost of government regulation to businesses of all

sizes at $36 billion a year.1 Of course, many regulations are necessary and important. However, small

business owners believe that nearly a third of the cost ($10 billion) could be reduced without

negatively impacting health, safety, and environmental outcomes (see Figure 3). Reducing even a

portion of this financial impact would benefit Canada’s economy and competitiveness.

1 CFIB, Research Snapshot: The Cost of Government Regulation on Canadian Businesses, January 2018. Cost is for
all levels of government.
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Cost of red tape for Canadian businesses (in billions, 2017 dollars)

Red tape accounts for $10
billion of the total cost of
regulation to Canadian

Necessary cost of regulation

2017

Cost of red tape

Business owners say reducing red tape would have a host of positive impacts (see Figure 4). Beyond

these tangible benefits, there is another important, but often overlooked, positive benefit of keeping

the burden of regulation reasonable—it helps create a positive relationship between government

employees and the citizens they serve. This is a benefit for both groups and, more broadly, to the

healthy functioning of a democracy. Currently, too many small business owners we speak with say they

“feel like the enemy when dealing with my own government.” This needs to change.

Reducing the burden of red tape on my business would have the following impacts. (% response)
(Select as many as apply)

Allow me to spend more time running my business

Reduce my stress

Allow me to spend more time serving my customers

Give me time to explore innovating and/or
expanding my business

Allow me to spend more time with my family and
friends

Allow me to spend more time training my
employees

Allow me to spend more time on projects that
contribute to the community

No impact

Other

81

76

68

58

53

6

2

48

44

10

26
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The Red Tape Reduction Act and Regulatory Measurement

Canada was the first country in the world to introduce a one-for-one rule in its Red Tape Reduction Act.

The legislation, which had broad support across the political spectrum, requires new regulatory costs

be offset by regulatory reductions and an existing regulation be repealed each time a new one is

introduced. It is supported by a strong majority—80%—of small business — with just 5% opposed .2

Treasury Board estimates the Act saved $71,395 in fiscal 2017/18 and $30.3 million since it came into

effect in 2012/133. The savings suggest that the Red Tape Reduction Act is controlling the

administrative costs of the regulations to which it applies. However, savings of $30.3 million are less

impressive when held up as a red tape reduction initiative as the name of the bill suggests it is

supposed to be.

We believe there is considerable room to build on Canada’s leadership in being the first country to

make one-for-one the law. The Red Tape Reduction Act could be greatly improved by broadening its

scope where it applies too narrowly in four ways. We recommend the Red Tape Reduction Act be

expanded along the following lines:

(1) Apply it to all departments and government agencies, including regulations related to

tax and tax administration which are currently exempt. This exemption does notmake

sense in light of the large administrative burden that tax compliance represents.

(2) Expand it to include costs imposed on all citizens, not just business. This is an artificial

distinction as “non-business” regulations affect business owners, their families and their

employees. More importantly, why wouldn’t Canada want to reduce red tape for all its

citizens?

(3) Apply it broadly to government requirements, wherever they may be found. There are,

for example, requirements found in legislation that are not required to be offset (e.g.

Canada's anti-spam legislation (CASL)) and, more frequently, in government guidelines

and policies that could be included.4 There are many touch-points businesses and

citizens have with government and we need to ensure they are all reviewed to

holistically take on the problem.

(4) Expand the scope of the law to apply more generally to all regulatory compliance costs

as opposed to those specifically associated with the administrative burden. From a

business perspective any costs associated with regulations are costs that must bedealt

with.

2 CFIB, 2019 Federal Budget and Election Survey, October-November 2018, 6,615 responses. 15% of respondents
didn’t know if they supported or opposed.
3 Treasury Board, Annual Report to Parliament for the 2017 to 2018 Fiscal Year: Federal Regulatory Management
Initiatives, December 2018.
4 It may be difficult to apply costing to the many requirements found in forms, guidance and other government
policy documents. Another way of ensuring that these many requirements don’t get ignored is to follow our next
recommendation and create a simple aggregate measure that includes them.
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Small business owners often complain about the cumulative impact of the many government

requirements they are tasked with meeting. For regulatory modernization to be successful, it needs to

work towards an overall, aggregate reduction in the burden rather than solely focus on specific

regulations, sectors or parts of the regulatory burden. This raises an important challenge that we

believe is fundamental to regulatory modernization: how to measure the aggregate burden of

regulation in a way that is both credible and manageable for government.

The Red Tape Reduction Act is a pay-as-you-go system that does not include an aggregate measure with

which to assess whether its savings are trivial or significant. It serves an important purpose but on its

own it is unlikely to deliver on the promise of significant red tape reduction. In addition to the reforms

to the Red Tape Reduction Act suggested above, our second recommendation related to regulatory

modernization is to develop a simple measure (such as regulatory requirements) to assess how

many rules there are in legislation, regulation, policy, and guidance documents. The measurecan be

used to complement other initiatives by creating a baseline to give a sense of how the total burden

is changing over time as well as what is happening in specific government departments and

agencies. There are many possible approaches that could be used to accomplish this. The three we

recommend looking at include British Columbia’s regulatory requirements; Manitoba’s regulatory

requirements (similar to B.C.’s approach, but broader); and the Mercatus Center’s regulatory

restrictions (assuming it could be applied more broadly than just the restrictions found in regulation).5

The administrative baseline burden (ABB) might be a place to start. However, it does not currently apply

broadly enough and we are skeptical about departments being willing to embrace it as a measure.

To reduce red tape, we further recommend setting a one-third reduction target with respect to this

new measure, to be reached within a three-year period. We think one third is doable given the

assessment of our members and British Columbia’s reform, which easily reduced one-third in three

years between 2001 and 2004 and close to one-half to date.

A reduction target based on a relatively straightforward measure would be a terrific complement to the

existing one-for-one rule, as it would be a low-cost way to reduce and control the many small irritants

that do not get captured in the existing one-for-one rule but nevertheless can add up to very large

impediments to growth and innovation.

Regular reports for the new measure, detailing rule counts by ministry and agency, and possibly

by sector, should be published. This reporting could be part of the annual reporting on regulatory

management initiatives that Treasury Board has been issuing to Parliament for the past several

years. We recommend that an annual report on regulatory modernization be produced. We believe

this reporting would create a strong ongoing incentive for regulators to identify rules that are no

5 One of the reasons we include this approach is that it uses text analysis that eliminates the need for an initial
manual count. However, there are some advantages to conducting a manual count in departments “owning” their
counts and getting a better appreciation through the process of what is involved.
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longer needed or could be streamlined. It would also introduce a new level of transparency with

respect to areas where the number of rules are increasing versus decreasing.

To help identify red tape irritants on a regular and ongoing basis, CFIB recommends that the federal

government create a permanent “red tape” button on its homepage for business owners and the

public to report red tape irritants big and small. There should be transparency in reporting about

the ideas that come in and the actions taken. This virtual red tape suggestion box would help solve

another frustration—currently when you have a problem with a government system, regulation or form

it is very difficult to know where to go. Eighty-four percent of small business owners would strongly

(46%) or somewhat (38%) support this initiative.6 Alternatively, red tape suggestion boxes could also

be implemented at the department or agency level.

We also recommend that as departments and agencies consider further regulations they be

required to consider not just the cost of the additional regulation but how it will affect the

cumulative regulatory burden and, where relevant, competitiveness.

We believe that Transport Canada’s experiment with an Office of Regulatory Innovation is a good

one that other departments should carefully consider adopting. For regulatory modernization to

truly be a priority across government, it cannot be a side-of-the-desk job. It must have committed

champions within departments.

When asked about principles to follow when regulating, small business show strong support for

common sense ideas, many of which exist in the Cabinet Directive on Regulation (CDR) (see Figure 5).

Most important to small business owners in this regard is that governments clearly articulate the

problem that they want to solve. We recommend that when government is considering new

regulations or regulatory processes it should follow the following principles:

1) The problem should be well defined

2) Measurable objectives should be set, where possible

3) Small business should be consulted on changes that will impact them

4) Regulations should be reviewed after three years to ensure they are achievingdesired

outcomes and the reviews should be made public

5) Alternatives to regulation should be considered.

6 CFIB, 2019 Federal Budget and Election Survey, 6,615 responses, October-November 2018.
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69

When governments consider new regulation, how important is it that they follow these principles?

(% response)

The problem t

Measurable objectives for what the r
should be set, including costs a

Small businesses should be consulted on regulatory changes
affect them

Regulations should be reviewed within three years of implantation to
ensure they are meeting their objectives and the reviews should be

made public

Alternatives to regulation should be considered

2

0.3

Very important Somewhat important Not very important Not at all important Don’t know

Our recent survey asked how much opportunity there is to reduce red tape in a number of government

departments that small business owners deal with (see Figure 6). In order to present a clear picture, we

took out the “don’t know” answers so the graph shows only business owners who deal with the

departments or agencies and have an opinion. The result show there is opportunity for regulatory

modernization across all government departments and agencies. We also asked small business owners

what specific red tape issues they would most like to see the federal government fix. In total, we

received 135 pages of comments from CFIB members, many of which we will highlight throughout the

rest of our submission.7

7 We would be happy to provide each department with a copy of the comments pertaining to them.
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36 6

35 6

28 9

34 3

31 4

27 5

28 3

23 5

24 2

In thinking about the federal government, how much room is there to reduce red tape within the following
agencies (e.g. streamline rules, simplify language, shorten forms) without negatively affecting health, safety and
environmental outcomes? (% response)

Canada RevenueAgency 74

Environment and Climate Change Canada 72

Statistics Canada 69

Service Canada 68

Health Canada 65

Transport Canada 63

Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada 63

CanadianFood Inspection Agency 59

Canada Border Services Agency 58

Significant room Limited room No room

CRA is viewed as having the most opportunity for improvement and there were a number of comments

on the agency particularly in relation to the complexity of their forms and processes:

“CRA reporting is far too complex.” – Transportation company, British Columbia

“The My Business Account CRA service is extremely hard to navigate. In my opinion, it is not in any way

intuitive.” – Farmer, Alberta

“CRA's Submit documents with reference number is a hit & miss if they go through. We've had several

times an error message that the number is incorrect, but can provide CRA with the screen shot proving

the number is correct. Also, when CRA is not accepting the reference number entered as they require

need better reasons/options for the reason documents are being submitted.” – Accountant,

Saskatchewan

It’s also worth noting that mandatory Statistics Canada surveys continue to be frequently cited as

causing frustration to many business owners who are required to fill out multiple, often lengthy,

surveys:
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“Statistics Canada over targeting the same companies. Do not have man power to keep up with their

constant demands.” – Manufacturer, Newfoundland and Labrador

“Our biggest issue is the Statistics Canada surveys. There are times during the year where we are

required to complete four at the same time. Some surveys have to be completed monthly. The Stats

Canada staff are aggressive with a follow-up in terms of how often they call. We are a small company

employing fewer than 25 people and it feels like we are expected to do more than our fair share with

these surveys. I would like to understand the direct link between the amount of time this takes and the

resulting benefits to small business.” – Computer consultant, Nova Scotia

A member in the retail industry in Alberta voiced their frustration with Health Canada and the

Canadian Food Inspection Agency in particular, saying: “Health Canada and the Canadian Food

Inspection Agency both present obstacles in my business. We retail healthy pet foods and supplements

and often carry brands from the US that manufacture amazing items that we are not able to access due

to bizarre laws from the aforementioned groups. There are things that are restricted that are hard to

understand, and some of my US suppliers have indicated that the red tape process of getting approval

for select items into Canada is so outrageous that they can't justify the time or expense of going through

it. A re-evaluation of some of the regulations in terms of bringing food or supplement items across the

border could maybe streamline what is worth banning and what is not.”

CBSA was also the subject of a numerous suggestions and complaints:

“CBSA could certainly improve their inspection times, our last shipment took 2 weeks to clear Canada

customs, 6 large ground-breaking machines from Italy and a cost of 2 or 3000.00 dollars and found

nothing. They had it moved and transported and opened and returned to the yard, and every time they

touched it, a finance cost was attached to it. If we were found guilty of something OK, but nothing and

we risked losing orders for these machines, how about a Nexus for the honest importers?” – Wholesaler,

Ontario

“CBSA could allow for us to fill up our B3 directly online to save time at customs on the way back.” –

Retailer, Quebec

“CBSA - we find that when we have to claim back duty which has been mistakenly charged by CBSA it is

a long and tedious process.” – Retailer, British Columbia

“‘Departmental Consolidation of the Customs Tariff 2019’ requires improvement. The January edition is

1616 pages. While there are chapters, it is cumbersome and difficult to use. Understanding it needs to

cover extensive products and categories it would be very helpful if it could be interactive online

document.  The user can put in the description that best suits the product and then choices could be

given allowing the user to select the best one. Unfortunately, the vendors we purchase from do not

always give the correct tariff code and it is important to both all so either no duty is paid, or the correct

percentage is paid to the government.” – Retailer, Ontario
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“CBSA and the US counterpart to allow for all export/import forms to be done online.” – Wholesaler,

Ontario

“When importing eyeglass frames for our store from Germany, there is a classification number

required.  This number indicates that the items that we import are duty-free. Often, we are charged

duty. Getting these funds returned requires a time-consuming exercise in form filling, mailing and

waiting for the refund.  The refund takes more than several weeks to receive.  This is a great waste of

my time and usually the refund is accompanied with many pages of paper, another waste. I have an

Advance Ruling on the tariff classification, but often it seems as if the person checking things at Canada

Post cannot be bothered to read the label on the package and assigns an incorrect classification number

to the items, resulting in duties and all the busy work this entails for us. Those evaluating packages need

better training.” – Retailer, Ontario

An important component of regulatory modernization for small business is improving customer

service, which includes digital modernization (covered in the next section). We recommend a focus on

improving the quality of the interactions between government and citizens by focusing on three

service areas:

1) Making it a priority to consistently treating citizens as “clients” who deserve helpful

respectful service

2) Ensuring government information is in plain and accessible language

3) Ensuring information is consistent and reliable.

Although the majority (60%) of business owners agree that government staff are generally respectful

and helpful, over a quarter still believe that there is some room for improvement (see Figure 7).

Interactions with business owners should start from the position that the business wants to be

compliant, including not treating honest mistakes as deliberate non-compliance. Part of respectful

service is ensuring that a live person can be easily reached to help answer questions. Many

respondents to our survey expressed frustration about not being able to contact a live person for a

variety of reasons including not easily being able to find phone numbers on government websites, long

wait times for calls to be connected and being transferred multipletimes.

A business owner in manufacturing in British Columbia emphasized some of the common frustrations:

“As much information is available online, often my specific issue is not there, so I must speak to an

individual. Finding the right phone number, then sorting through all the options to find the right

department, and then waiting on hold for sometimes an hour or more, is wasting my time. A live person

can direct my call specifically to the person I need to talk to, and avoid all the guesswork, that sometimes

proves to be wrong anyways, resulting in having to go through the process all over again.”
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5

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. (% response)

The language used on government forms, documents and

websites is clear and easyto understand.
2

Government staff are almost always respectful and helpful.

At times I receive conflicting information when dealing with
government (e.g. from different government staff or between

a person and online).

Strongly agree Somewhat agree Somewhat disagree Strongly disagree Don’t know

Having polite and accessible staff is only part of the equation for good customer service. A business

owner can have a pleasant interaction with a CRA call centre employee but still receive the wrong

information. On our recent survey 67% of CFIB members reported receiving conflicting information

from government. Receiving incorrect or confusing information can sometimes be very costly for

business owners and contributes to the feeling that government does not understand the challenging

realities of running a business. We recommend that government adopt a policy across all

departments of exempting business owners from any fines or penalties when they are correctly

following written government advice, even when that advice is later found to be wrong. This is

similar to what CRA has committed to do with advice given through its My Business Account portal.

Another critical part of the customer service equation is ensuring that business owners understand

government information. As one owner of a construction company in Saskatchewan put it: “All forms

should be presented in the clearest language possible and related information should be available within

the same webpages or at least within the same government agencies’ websites.”

Sixty percent of business owners disagreed that the language used on government forms, documents

and websites is clear and easy to understand. Some departments and agencies, such as CRA, have

taken steps to make sure that some of the correspondence they send to small businesses is in plain

language, but more action is needed. A business owner in Quebec expressed that, “Forms are too long

and complex, using language that is too complicated. Use simple terms in language that is accessible to

all [translated].”

41 12 526 16

50 25 1010 5

34 38 22
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Each government department and agency should establish a goal to ensure that the top ten

accessed forms and webpages are written in plain language by the end of 2020 and that most of

the rest are in plain language by 2023. In order to achieve this goal, the government can use digital

tools that analyze and provide a readability score, as well as reach out to industry associations such as

CFIB who can provide feedback on readability. Having a high readability score means using simpler

language, words with a low syllable count, shorter sentences, and breaking text up into paragraphs. As

one British Columbia business owner in Agriculture told us, “Web pages need to be in more user-

friendly "speech" not so much legalese.” More on this is the section below.

A retail business owner in Alberta told us: “I find most of their [government] forms difficult to fill out

and never know what they are asking for.” Another business owner recommends that the government,

“Write forms in plain English that have been proofed by grade six students, if they cannot understand

what they are filling out then half of the population does not understand what is required of them.”

Commonly accessed forms desperately in need of review include the Record of Employment (ROE)

which is accompanied by a 52-page guide due its complexity. The Labour Market Impact Assessment

form is complex and lengthy, leading many business owners not understanding how to properly fill it

out. Many CRA tax forms are overly complex including the T4A/T5018 form, the Request for Ruling

for EI contributions and the Fuel Charge Registration.

On the fuel charge registration, a business owner in New Brunswick expressed: “The carbon tax forms

for the transportation industry are totally ridiculous. Most that I've talked to, including myself, haven't

got a clue what they're talking about or how to gather the information to fill out the quarterly returns.

The terminology is ludicrous. Information on CRA website is next to none.”

In many cases, the titles of the forms are in legal jargon and do not reflect what a small business

owner may search. Good examples of this include Election to Stop Contributing to the Canada

Pension Plan and Revocation of a Prior Election (form CPT30) (which a business owner must fill out if

an employee is over 65 and wishes to stop contributing to CPP).

Digitalization

In its upcoming reviews, one of the themes that government is focusing on is digitalization. We

support this and view it as an opportunity to address some of the concerns raised in the section above

as well as other concerns more specific to digitalization. This section focuses on three main areas: 1)

navigating government websites, 2) digital services and online transactions and 3) information sharing

within government. In each of these general sections we provide comments from small business

owners to help illustrate the challenges that need to be addressed.

We want to emphasize that Canadians have differing comfort levels with technology and it is

important to continue to serve those with lower digital literacy or ability to connect to high-speed

internet. As a farmer in Ontario stated, “I would caution that the move to online can be burdensome for
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rural businesses with unreliable internet. I am often overburdened by trying to repeatedly access online

forms which are dropped by my internet and, of course, cannot be saved or downloaded to work on.”

Currently, roughly half of small business owners agree that government is doing a good job using

digital tools to simplify regulatory compliance (see Figure 8). This means there is significant room for

improvement, and a number of comments on the survey include ideas to consider. We believe

government should find a way to solicit this kind of feedback on a more regular basis and repeat our

earlier recommendation to create a permanent “red tape” button where suggestions for digital and

other red tape reduction irritants can be identified.

The federal government is doing a good job using digital tools to simplify regulatory compliance (e.g. allowing

for online payments, providing answers to my questions online, making it easy to find what I need on websites).

Strongly agree,

Don’t know, 8 5
Strongly

disagree, 13

Somewhat
disagree, 26

Somewhat
agree, 48

Small business owners report that government websites are difficult to navigate, particularly with the

move to Canada.ca. While a consistent overall look may be appealing, it can often be difficult to

determine which government department’s website you are on. In addition, many of the government's

webpages use difficult to understand jargon (as illustrated in some of the comments above). Business

owners voted that CFIB’s Paperweight Award be given to the federal government's webpages as the

worst example of red tape in 2019. We recommend that the government make it a priority to

improve the user-friendliness and design of the federal government website, Canada.ca.

The following comments come from business owners across Canada regarding government websites:

“Government websites are ridiculous. They require certain forms to be submitted with applications to

comply with regulations. However the forms are NOWHERE TO BE FOUND online. We waste countless

hours tracking them down.” – Construction company, Ontario.
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“Again, regarding CRA communications - I find it difficult to find/maneuver the website to find answers

to questions. When I try to telephone, the answering systems ALWAYS refer us to go to the website. But it

is so general that it takes SO long to find anything. […] I get tired of having to learn to navigate a

different website path/page cover to do the same thing I have been doing for the past 15 years.”

– Construction company, Manitoba.

“Link key word searches on websites to page elements, not documentation. I want to find current content

and rules, not historical documents.” – Manufacturer, British Columbia

“Some services are available online, but their use is not intuitive. It takes a long time to find the relevant

information or document [translated].” – Manufacturer, Quebec

“Better or easier search results. Clearer and easier to navigate and find information. Fix any broken links

and replace or remove outdated or obsolete information.” – Auto mechanic, Ontario

“Forms are too long and the website is too complicated, making it hard to quickly find what I’m looking

for [translated].” – Gym, Quebec

“Contacting CRA for service accounts (GST, Sources Deductions, etc.) is seriously complicated. You spend

more time on researching how to contact them than it would take to just fix the issue.”

– Construction company, Ontario

“Many enquiries are not available on the CRA website and need a human to speak in order resolve an

issue or receive guidance.” – Manufacturer, Manitoba

“The CRA letters and websites are not in plain language and difficult to understand.” –Tax professional,

Ontario.

“Quick and efficient communication (opening hours, waiting time, chat option, more examples and

clearer online language). With a busy schedule, it is difficult to find the time to do a lot of research to

find the information you are looking for. Waiting on the phone is often long [translated].” – Retailer,

Quebec

“The website is set up quite well, but contained conflicting information. No way of contacting anyone, by

any means, not even email. The automatic responses are slow and not helpful at all.” – Hospitality

business, British Columbia

“Not one definite issue, just find most websites don't satisfactorily answer question at hand or generate a

new question(s) and then trying to find a person to talk to can be difficult.” – Construction company,

Ontario

“I think that sometimes there is a need to talk to a person because sometimes the issue can't be resolved

online, most times it can. In my experience, it is very difficult to get to speak to a real person when it is
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required. This is very frustrating. I am all for online or AI when it can fix the problem. When it can't it

needs to be easy to talk to a human being!” – Construction company, Manitoba

The government should ensure businesses can easily communicate with the government. This

includes making information easy to find, ensuring related forms are easy to find and providing

contact emails and phone numbers on webpages. Live chat and call back functions are also worth

exploring.

In addition to finding information online, small business owners are looking to submit forms,

payments and information requests to government on digital platforms. A number of members made

comments focusing on the need for government to improve in the areas of making payments and

communicating online:

“Some CRA reviews require additional documentation to be faxed or mailed to their review offices.

Scanned and emailed documents are then not accepted. Who even has a fax machine anymore?”

– Security system supplier, Ontario

“Canada Revenue Agency audit: send supporting documents by secure email instead of requesting

documents by fax. [translated]” – Technology firm, Quebec

“No one uses faxes anymore, except the government. Please communicate through email [translated].” –

Hospitality business, Quebec

“Online services are VERY difficult to set up & navigate once they are set up. For me it is actually easier

and less time consuming to do it all with paper & mail instead of online! I pay my HST instalments, HST

balance, corporate tax instalments, corporate tax balance all by mailing in a cheque because the online

portal is so confusing!” – Dance studio, Ontario

“We are a retail ladies' stores servicing post-surgical clients. When we applied for our pharmacare

number, we were required to complete a complex application and include several support documents

and fax in for enrollment. We faxed in a total of 15 pages. We wrote in incorrect number on one of the

documents. We could not just fax in the corrected page, we had to re-fax the total 15 pages. After this

happened a couple of times, we were advised we also needed to submit additional information that had

not been previously requested. And that we could not just submit the addition information, we now had

to refax the 17 pages. As we do not have a fax machine in our store, we had to incur quite a substantial

cost to fax 4 times from our local Postnet company.” – Retailer, British Columbia

“Making online payments to CRA, CBSA. Their websites are NOT user-friendly, they are confusing, and it

takes so long to get someone online to assist.” Transportation company, Ontario
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“Reducing the frequency of revision of forms, allowing for more forms to be digitally filled and signed,

broadening the authority for people to sign documents other than sole business owners, streamlining

owner access to tax accounts for digital approvals.” – Wholesaler, British Columbia

“Corresponding most of the time has to happen via post mail - this is highly inefficient and takes a long

time to resolve anything. This is the digital age, we should be able to correspond via emails.” – Retailer,

Alberta

We recommend the next Regulatory Modernization Bill focus on ensuring that citizens can submit

forms and communicate with government using a wide range of options rather than requiring

antiquated communication technology like fax machines. The government should be fax free by

2023, meaning that no one should be required to fax forms to government. However, we do caution

that some citizens do not have reliable internet and maintaining options that work for these

citizens is important.

Given that social norms around information sharing are changing rapidly, we did a temperature check

with our members on the question of whether government departments should be share information.

The majority (83%) of business owners would like to see government departments share information,

with 69% indicating that permission this should happen only with permission from the business owner

and a further 14% wanting the information sharing to happen even without permission (see Figure 9).

Should more business information be shared between government departments to reduce duplication?
(% response)

Yes, as long as I have given permission

Yes, I want government departments to share information whether or not I have given permission

No, I don’t think government departments should share information

Don’t know

4

11

14

69
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The comments below illustrate how business owners feel about information sharing:

“CRA and Service Canada: they both require various accounts, logins and identity verification depending

on what a small business owner wants to do (GST, payroll account, ROE, corporate tax). It is incredibly

cumbersome and time consuming. A business owner should be able to access all of these

services/functions from one account using one login.” – Tax professional, Yukon

“When trying to discuss/look up information (taxes/payroll account/ROEs/Job Bank/etc.), each is set up

with its own website and requires a new user name & password. This should be a unified access point for

all your government accounts and enquiries.” – Manufacturer, Alberta

“Have a streamlined system that updates all government based programs simultaneously.

For example, you send in an address change and it updates all systems automatically. Someone dies it

updates automatically without have to send in forms to each program.” – Wholesaler, Saskatchewan

“It would be good if there were a central database that company information can be used between

departments. If a company has used a service in the past, that company should be able to go through a

streamlined process at a lower cost and quicker response. A good example would be applying for a TFW

for the same positions year after year.” – Farmer, British Columbia

We recommend that the government agencies and departments work to share information between

one another once consent has been provided.

As complying with taxes is the most burdensome type of red tape for small businesses, making

improvements to the digital services offered by CRA can go a long way to reducing their overall

regulatory burden, as well as enhancing their compliance. Often, it can be expensive for a small

business owner to seek out professional tax advice to ensure that they are in compliance, so they rely

on the information provided by CRA.

New technologies, such as artificial intelligence can provide new and innovative ways for small

businesses to verify whether their current actions are in compliance, or whether they need to make

adjustments to their business practices. For example, a business owner can input their scenario and

unique circumstances into software, which can then quickly provide an analysis based on previous

cases that have been decided in tax court and produce a comprehensive report. Based on this report, a

small business owner would be able to determine whether his or her actions are in compliance or

whether changes are needed.

Regulatory modernization is also important in helping businesses either adopt or develop new

technologies that can help make their business more productive or reach new markets. After the

shortage of skilled labour, red tape was cited as the biggest barrier businesses faced when trying to
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innovate.8 When we asked small businesses what the government could do to help them innovate, the

feedback we most often receive is that governments can help by “getting out of the way” of business

and reducing red tape:

“Innovation can be supported by removing red tape and roadblocks that may impact the cost or

feasibility of pursuing certain activities.” – Forestry equipment company, Alberta

“Stay out of our way. Reduce red tape, regulations.” – Bakery, Ontario

“Reduce corporate tax burden and red tape so I can run my business and innovate instead of spending

so much of my time and money filling the coffers of our government.” – Retailer, Alberta

Enhancing Clean Technology, Innovation and Competitiveness

We commend the government for keeping the focus on clean technology broad in its second round of

reviews. For small businesses, becoming cleaner can mean anything from changing a manufacturing

process to sourcing cleaner products. One dairy farmer in Ontario told us: “We built a robot barn for

our 200 milking cows, with energy-efficient lighting.” Another business, a hair salon in British

Columbia, said: “We use a service called Green Circle Salons which recycles everything down to the hair

we cut off of people’s heads. We also have chosen two main product lines which have the environment

and sustainability as one of the top priorities.”

For small businesses who want to go green, the cost and time spent dealing with red tape can leave

them with fewer resources to invest in adopting clean technologies or putting in place new processes

that can help reduce their environmental footprint. Eleven percent of business owners reported that

there were specific government regulations or processes that stand in the way of innovating or

adopting cleaner technologies or processes.9 Many of these businesses expressed frustrations with

lengthy regulatory processes that took time away from being able to focus on innovating or adopting

clean technologies:

“Charting and working through government regulatory obstacle course to innovation risks significant

amounts of any company's time and money. Often, regulators are unwilling to risk their careers by

encouraging or approving new methods and technologies and opt for the safest decision for them.

Overcoming this is possible but needs significant political influence and finances to demonstrate the

concepts in ways that pack a lot of punch.” – Electric motor repair shop, British Columbia

“It is almost impossible to have an innovative approach to the environment when everything is

embedded in rigid and contradictory regulations [translated].” – Geological consultant, Quebec

8 CFIB, Small Business and Innovation Survey, 6,399 responses, February 2016.
9 CFIB, preliminary results, Government Regulation and Red Tape Survey, August-September 2019, n = 5,389.
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“Spending so much time providing reports and information to various government agencies that there is

no time to be spent concentrating on how to deal with these issues.” – Wholesaler, Ontario

A few business owners also pointed to specific regulations that prevented them from taking more

action to protect the environment:

“Difficult requirements and inconsistency in organic registration.” – Manufacturer, Ontario

“Infection control regulations - The procedures needed for hospital surgeries should not be exactly the

same as for dental offices. If protocols were re-examined and changed so that they are evidence-based,

then there would be more room for doing things in a more environmentally friendly way. For example,

there is a tremendous amount of waste generated by all of the paper required for each sterilization load,

including indicator strips, tape, wrapping paper and logging receipts. In a small office, we generate

about 5-6 bags of garbage per day! This is overkill and not necessary, but we are forced to do it anyways

and threatened to be shut down if we don't. Infection control is important, but regulations need to be

based on evidence of legitimate risks.” – Dentist, Ontario

The best way to encourage SMEs to adopt clean technologies is by reducing the overall regulatory

burden on small businesses to ensure they have the necessary resources and time to invest.

International Standards

While the majority of our members do not deal with international standards, for those who export, or

do business in sectors such as health, it is important to ensure that complex domestic regulations or

international standards do not become an additional burden. Additionally, the certification for

international standards can be a complex and lengthy process, particularly for small businesses who

are often required to hire outside consultants at a significant cost. The government should be mindful

when adopting an international standard that it not become a barrier to a small business. We

recommend that small businesses be allowed to continue to meet domestic standards when the

adoption of an international standard is significantly more complex. Larger businesses can and

likely will choose the international standard in these cases. Further, we recommend that standards

are kept up to date and counted in any regulatory measurement initiatives such as the ones we

suggest earlier in this submission.

With respect to all the sector/theme consultations, we continue to suggest that once enough time has

passed, Treasury Board create a “What Was Changed,” report detailing the improvements made

following the implementation of Regulatory Roadmaps. Where there are a number of changes this

could also be done by department. This would send a strong message of accountability and

partnership to the private sector and would be an example for other governments to follow. It would

help energize future regulatory consultations at a time when fatigue with regulatory consultations is

very real and demonstrate that government is serious about following a new direction. The report
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should be easy to read and focused on the bottom-line benefits to citizens in terms of freeing up time

and money and improving outcomes.

Conclusion

CFIB is excited that the Government of Canada is committed to regulatory modernization. We know the

challenges are many and know too that so are the rewards. Less red tape and better processes can help

the citizens of Canada innovate and thrive. It offers us something to be proud of as a country. The

alternative, not embracing regulatory modernization, is a path to further frustration, eroded

competitiveness and missed opportunities.

Thank you again for providing CFIB the opportunity to share our members’ views, concerns and

recommendations during this consultation process. We trust you will find this information helpful and

are available to provide further assistance. We will also be following up with the specific departments

and agencies mentioned in this submission to provide them with additional information from our

survey.
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